Active Shooter Course
RPS Partnership uses the term Active Shooter to cover all firearms attacks as it is easily recognisable globally. It covers a broad spectrum
of incidents in the response by security forces and these may be varied, depending on which country you are in. It may be a disgruntled
employee with a shotgun or a Lone Wolf in a College attacking with a high powered rifle. In the extreme, it may be a well-planned and
coordinated terrorist attack. If we prepare today then we are ready to face the challenges of tomorrow

In the UK the police tend to favour the expression
Marauding Terrorist Firearms Attack (MTFA)

The true cost of an active shooter?
(Risks to your staff versus the financial outlay)
We keep it simple in how we consider what training to provide.
What do these terms represent to you and me, going about our everyday lives?
Wherever we are, at home or work.
To us, this borrowed term means a lone gunman, a group of gunmen, someone
with a suicide vest or grenade; the bottom line is that they want to kill us. It
does not really matter to us what the ideology is that takes over someone intent
on doing this. Split seconds in which to make decisions, which will save your life

RPS Partnership offers stimulating and realistic workshops

“Freeze - Fight - Flight”.
Which one will you chose?

“Active Shooter” is an American term, which has been
adopted in the UK to mean a person or people with weapons
who mean to threaten or kill you.
It seems so innocuous to put it like that and yet the result of
this definition may be the death of your staff, if they do not
have knowledge and fast decision making skills.

Hope is not an option. RPS Partnership will ensure that you have a robust plan to deal with this type of attack. Our workshops will allow everyone to gain knowledge which will
dispels fear, the fear of the unknown. It allows staff to learn how to survive; we provide realistic and stimulating training, sharping the mind and taking back control of a very
dangerous situation
We will discuss just what weapons can and cannot do, how to react when you find yourself face to face with a armed attacker, emergency first aid, how to have the mind-set of
a survivor not a victim

Wrong place, wrong time………what would you do?
For more information please visit us at www.rpspartnership.com and contact us on +44 (0) 1225 290210 or email info@rpspartnership.com
‘Giving you peace of mind in a challenging world’

